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Introduction



An Era of Precisely Higgs Physics
• From 2011 to 2019

At the end of 2011, 
there was no evidence 
of the new scalar 
boson. Did you guess 
the correct mass of the 
SM-like Higgs boson 
from the information 
shown in this figure?

ATLAS and CMS Collaboration, 
ATLAS-CONF-2011-157, CMS 
PAS HIG-11-023.
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An Era of Precisely Higgs Physics
• From 2011 to 2019

With 80 fb-1 

integrated 
luminosity, the 𝜅 
parameters are 
measured with 
~20% accuracy.

ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS-CONF-2019-005; 
CMS Collaboration, CMS-PAS-HIG-17-031.
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An Era of Precisely Higgs Physics
• More information: go beyond the 𝜅-scheme!

ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS-CONF-2018-018; 
CMS Collaboration, CMS-PAS-HIG-17-028.
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• More precisely result in near future.
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ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2018-054;  
CMS Collaboration, CMS PAS FTR-18-011.
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(a) Scenario S1
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(b) Scenario S2

Figure 31: Expected result for the measurement of each Higgs boson coupling modifier per particle type with e�ective
photon, gluon and Z� couplings, including BSM contribution to the Higgs boson total width. All parameters except
t are assumed to be positive. The conditions W ,Z  1 are applied. The SM corresponds to BBSM = 0 and all 
parameters equal to unity. Plot (a) corresponds to scenario S1 and (b) to scenario S2.
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Figure 32: Expected uncertainty on the measurement of each Higgs boson coupling modifier per particle type
with e�ective photon, gluon and Z� couplings, and without BSM contribution in the Higgs boson total width for
scenarios S1 (red) and S2 (black). The SM corresponds to all  parameters equal to unity. All parameters except t
are assumed to be positive.
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on GH/GSM
H is 0.05 in S1 and 0.04 in S2, equivalent to 0.16 and 0.21 MeV respectively, assuming

the SM width of 4.1 MeV. The main contribution is the statistical uncertainty, followed by the
experimental one.
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Figure 5: Summary plot showing the total expected ±1s uncertainties in S1 (with Run 2 sys-
tematic uncertainties [30]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the coupling mod-
ifier parameters for 300 fb�1 (left) and 3000 fb�1 (right). The statistical-only component of the
uncertainty is also shown.

Figure 6 gives the correlation coefficients for the coupling modifiers for S2 at 300 fb�1 and
3000 fb�1. In contrast to the per-decay signal strength correlations in Fig. 2 the correlations
here are larger, up to +0.74. One reason for this is that the normalisation of any signal process
depends on the total width of the Higgs boson, which in turn depends on the values of the other
coupling modifiers. The largest correlations involve kb, as this gives the largest contribution to
the total width in the SM. Therefore improving the measurement of the H ! bb process will
improve the sensitivity of many of the other coupling modifiers at the HL-LHC.

Projections have also been determined for an alternative parametrisation, based on ratios of
the coupling modifiers (lij = ki/kj). A reference combined coupling modifier is defined which
scales the yield of a specific production and decay process. This is chosen to be kgZ = kgkZ/kH,
where kH = Âj Bj

SMk2
j . The results of this projection are given in Appendix B.

3.2 ttH production with H ! bb

This section focuses on the analysis targeting ttH production with the H ! bb decay channel
and the single- and dilepton decay channels of the tt system using 35.9 fb�1 of data collected atp

s = 13 TeV [27]. In order to identify the signal against the background of tt+jets production,
the analysis relies on dedicated multivariate techniques, including boosted decision trees and
deep neural networks, that combine the information of several discriminating variables. The
output of a matrix element method is also utilised. An excess of events above the background-
only hypothesis with an observed (expected) significance of 1.6 (2.2) standard deviations is



• More results with Higgs factory.
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F. An, et al, Chin. Phys. C43 (2019) 043002

κγ

κ
BRBSM

inv ΓH
κ

also  connected  with    and  anomalous  trilinear  gauge
couplings. The current EFT analysis does not include any
new light degrees of freedom, in contrast to the  -frame-
work with independent parameters   and  . Over-
all,  -framework  does  capture  the  big  picture  of  the
CEPC capability in precision Higgs boson measurements.
It is useful as long as its limitations are understood.

tt̄H

κ

H→ γγ

pp→ H→ γγ pp→ H→ ZZ∗

κγ

The  LHC  and  especially  the  HL-LHC  will  provide
valuable and complementary information about the Higgs
boson properties. For example, the LHC is capable of dir-
ectly measuring the   process [80, 81].  It  can also use
differential  cross  sections  to  differentiate  contributions
between  the  top-quark  and  other  heavy  particle  states  in
the loop of the Hgg vertex [82-85]. Moreover, it can sep-
arate contributions  from  different  operators  in  the   coup-
lings between the Higgs and vector  bosons [86].  For the
purpose of the coupling fit in the  -framework, the LHC,
with  its  large  statistics,  improves  the  precision  of  rare
processes such as  . Note that a large portion of the
systematic uncertainties intrinsic to a hadron collider can
be  canceled  by  taking  ratios  of  measured  cross  sections.
For  example,  combining  the  ratio  of  the  rates  of

  and    at  the  LHC  and  the
measurement of the HZZ coupling at the CEPC can signi-
ficantly improve the   precision. These are the most use-
ful inputs from the LHC to combine with the CEPC. Sim-
ilar studies of combination with the LHC for the ILC can
be found in Refs. [49, 50, 72, 87, 88].

5.6 ab−1

√
s = 14

fb−1

The  results  of  the  10-parameter  and  the  7-parameter
fits  for  the  CEPC  with  an  integrated  luminosity  of

 are shown in Table 121). The combined precision
with the HL-LHC estimates (using fit result number 15 of
Ref.  [10])  are  also  shown.  The  HL-LHC  estimates  used
assume no theoretical uncertainties and thus represent the
aggressive  HL-LHC  projection2).  It  is  assumed  that  the
HL-LHC will operate at   TeV and accumulate an
integrated  luminosity  of  3000  .  For  the  7-parameter
fit, the Higgs boson width is a derived quantity, not an in-
dependent parameter. Its precision, derived from the pre-
cision  of  the  fitted  parameters,  is  2.4%  for  the  CEPC
alone and  1.8%  when  combined  with  the  HL-LHC  pro-
jection.

The CEPC Higgs boson property measurements mark
a giant step beyond the HL-LHC. First of all, in contrast
to the LHC, a lepton collider Higgs factory is capable of
measuring the Higgs boson width and the absolute coup-
ling  strengths  to  other  particles.  A  comparison  with  the
HL-LHC is only possible with model dependent assump-
tions.  One of  such comparisons  is  within  the  framework
of  the  7-parameter  fit,  shown  in Fig.  19.  Even  with  this
set of restrictive assumptions, the advantage of the CEPC

κZ

κ
κb κc

κg

κγ

is still significant. The measurement of   is more than a
factor of 10 better. The CEPC can also improve signific-
antly  the  precision  on  a  set  of    parameters that  are   af-
fected  by  large  backgrounds  at  the  LHC,  such  as  ,  ,
and  . Note that this is in comparison with the HL-LHC
projection with  large  systematic  uncertainties.  Such   un-
certainties  are  typically  under  much  better  control  at
lepton  colliders.  Within  this  7-parameter  set,  the  only
coupling that the HL-LHC can give a competitive meas-
urement is  , for which the CEPC sensitivity is statistic-
ally limited. This is also the most valuable input that the
HL-LHC can give to the Higgs boson coupling measure-
ments  at  the  CEPC,  which  underlines  the  importance  of
combining the results from these two facilities.

5.6 ab−1

The direct search for the Higgs boson decay to invis-
ible  particles  from  BSM  physics  is  well  motivated  and
closely connected to the dark sectors. The CEPC with an
integrated  luminosity  of    has  a  sensitivity  of
0.30% expressed in terms of the 95% CL upper limit on
the decay branching ratio, as shown in Table 12. The HL-
LHC, on the other hand, has a much lower sensitivity of
6%–17% [47]  while  optimistically  may reach  2%–3.5%
[94].

κZ
BRBSM

inv

As discussed above, one of the greatest advantages of
a lepton  collider  Higgs  factory  is  its  capability  to  meas-
ure the Higgs boson width and couplings in a model-inde-
pendent  way.  The  projection  of  such  a  determination  at
the CEPC is shown in Fig. 20. For most of the measure-
ments, an order of magnitude improvements over the HL-
LHC  are  expected.  The  CEPC  has  a  clear  advantage  in
the  measurement  of  .  It  can  also  set  a  much  stronger
constraint on  .
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Fig. 19.    (color online) The results of the 7-parameter fit and
comparison with the HL-LHC [10]. The projections for the
CEPC at 240 GeV with an integrated luminosity of 
are shown. The CEPC results without combination with the
HL-LHC input  are  shown as  light  red bars.  The LHC pro-
jections for an integrated luminosity of 300   are shown
in light gray bars.

 
1) Theoretical uncertainties associated with the cross section and Higgs boson property calculations are ignored in these fits as both will be improved and are expec-

ted to be smaller than the statistical uncertainties [89-91] by the time of the CEPC experiment.
     2) Note that the LHC and the CEPC have different sources of theoretical uncertainties, for detailed discussion, see Refs. [33, 47, 91-93].
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• We have known a lot about the Higgs boson.


• But there are still lots of things we do not know.


• The Higgs potential is one of the challenge questions.


• Any other?
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• Example: generic form of the SFF interaction


• The non-zero phases in the Yukawa interactions are 
evidence of new sources of EWSB and might be 
important for us to understand the matter-antimatter 
asymmetry in our universe.


• Can we measure the     ?

!9

ℒ = yf hf̄(cos αf + iγ5 sin αf )f

yf ∈ ℝ+, αf ∈ (−π, π]

αf

An Era of Precisely Higgs Physics



Phase in top-quark 
Yukawa interaction



Phase in top-quark Yukawa Interactions
• Many efforts.

!11

Expected exclusion confidence level
- individual observables and channels

13

From E. Gouveia, TOP2018



• There are a lot of differences between the two kinds of the 
interaction, from the total cross section, to the distribution 
of kinetic variables.


• They need top-pair reconstruction, or might be sensitive 
to the higher order correction, or sensitive to the parity 
independent new physics.

!12

See, e.g., J. F. Gunion, X.-G. He, Phys. Rev. Lett 76 (1996) 4468; 
F. Demartin, F. Maltoni, K. Mawatari, B. Page, M. Zaro, Eur. Phys. J. C 74 (2014) 3065; 
F. Boudjema, R. M. Godbole, D. Guadagnoli, K. A. Mohan, Phys. Rev. D 92 (2015) 015019. 
This is an incomplete list. You are welcome to call our attention on your works!
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ment of a large transverse momentum for the Higgs, i.e. a
“boosted Higgs”.

In Table 8, we also report the PS-matched NLO cross
sections for the di-leptonic decay channel and the corre-
sponding ratios to the fixed-order NLO prediction, R ≡
σ

dilep
NLO+PS/σNLO, where acceptance cuts (assuming 100 % b-

tag and lepton efficiencies) are taken into account. Account-
ing for the branching fraction of the di-lepton mode,
(0.213)2 ∼ 0.045, the ratios show that parton shower and
the cuts lead to a decrease of about a factor 2 in the cross sec-
tion. Increasing the CM energy results in the slightly smaller
R ratios.
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Fig. 6 Distribution of the transverse momentum of X0 in pp → t t̄ X0
at the 13-TeV LHC. The different hypotheses are defined in Table 3

4.2 Distributions

In Fig. 6 we show differential cross sections for t t̄ X0 pro-
duction at the 13-TeV LHC as a function of the transverse
momentum of the resonance pT(X0). As one can see, the
difference between the various scenarios is significant in the
low-pT region, while the high-pT tail of the distributions,
featuring exactly the same shape, is not sensitive to the CP
mixing [44]. It is also interesting to see that our normalisation
choice, gHtt = gAtt = mt/v (= yt/

√
2) leads to exactly the

same rates at high pT independently of the mixing param-
eter α. This is a known feature of scalar radiation from a
heavy quark at high pT [42,104,105]. This raises the impor-
tant question whether boosted analyses can be sensitive to
CP properties of the Higgs–top-quark coupling, which we
address below.

Figure 7 shows some other relevant distributions in the
t t̄ X0 final state, without and with the pT(X0) > 200 GeV cut:
the pseudorapidity distribution of X0, the top-quark trans-
verse momentum and pseudorapidity, and the pseudorapid-
ity distance between the top and antitop quarks #η(t, t̄) ≡
η(t) − η(t̄). Compared to the SM, a CP-odd X0 tends to be
produced more centrally, while the accompanying top quarks
are more forward. The most sensitive distribution to CP mix-
ing is the rapidity difference between the top and antitop. This
observable is hardly affected by the pT(X0) > 200 GeV cut,
thus the correlations among the top–antitop decay products
provide a good CP-discriminating power also in the boosted
regime.

In Fig. 8, we show the correlations between the top decay
products (in the di-leptonic channel). As expected from the
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Fig. 7 Normalised distributions (shape comparison) without cuts (top), while with the pT (X0) > 200 GeV cut (bottom). The three spin-0
hypotheses are defined in Table 3
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• We propose a new observable which is very sensitive to 
the parity nature of the htt interaction.
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Phase in top-quark Yukawa Interactions

Q.-H. Cao, K.-P. Xie, HZ and R. Zhang, to be appeared.
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Q.-H. Cao, K.-P. Xie, HZ and R. Zhang, to be appeared.



• Distribution of the dihedral angle 𝝓C at the 14TeV LHC (ll). 
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Collider Simulation
• We need to reconstruct the Higgs boson 4-momentum in 

the lab-frame.


• Different Higgs decay modes, different stories.

!16



Collider Simulation
• We need to reconstruct the Higgs boson 4-momentum in 

the lab-frame.


• Different Higgs decay modes, different stories.


• We simulate the signal and the dominant background with 
MadGraph5 to the leading order with CT14llo PDF.


• The parton showing, hadronization and detector effects 
are mimicked with a simple smearing factor.


• The total cross section of signal are rescaled to the SM 
value to satisfy the current “inclusive” measurement.
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Diphoton Mode
• Easy to reconstruct the Higgs boson.


• Clean signal.


• Smaller event number.


• To save more signal events, we use the semileptonic top-
pair decay mode and reconstruct the top quarks with the 
likelihood method.
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Diphoton Mode
• After top quark reconstruction.
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Bottom-pair Mode
• Possible to reconstruct the Higgs boson.


• Large event number.


• We use the dilepton top-pair decay modes and 
reconstruct the Higgs boson with the likelihood method.


• The top anti-top plane is replaced by the dilepton plane.
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• After Higgs reconstruction.
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Bottom-pair Mode
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W*W Mode
•                              .  Can not reconstruct the Higgs boson.


• Sizable event number.


• We use the same-sign dilepton mode (one from top 
decay, the other from the Higgs decay).


• Consider the dihedral angle between the one spanned by 
the initial state protons and the one spanned by the final 
state b-jets. They are boosted to the rest frame of the 
dilepton system.

!22

h → W*W → ℓνjj
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• The parton level angular distribution.
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Combined Result
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• We use binned likelihood method.


• Due to the large signal rate, the result is dominant by the 
bottom-pair decay mode.
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• We use binned likelihood method.


• Due to the large signal rate, the result is dominant by the 
bottom-pair decay mode.
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Combined Result
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• We use binned likelihood method.


• Due to the large signal rate, the result is dominant by the 
bottom-pair decay mode.


• One may also measure the     .

Q.-H. Cao, K.-P. Xie, HZ and R. Zhang, to be appeared.
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• tH associated production.

For example, see M. Kraus, T. Martini, S. Peitzsch and P. Uwer, arXiv:1908.09100[hep-ph].
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In this article we study a Standard Model extension modifying the top-quark Yukawa coupling to
the Higgs boson by allowing a mixture of CP-odd and -even couplings. Single top-quark production
in association with an additional Higgs boson provides a natural laboratory to search for such
extensions. However, because of the small cross section the experimental analysis is challenging.
Already the measurement of the cross section for this process is highly non-trivial. Furthermore,
using only cross section measurements, a certain parameter region would escape detection. Using an
explicit BSM scenario we show that employing the Matrix Element Method a precise measurement
becomes feasible. Ignoring signal detection e�ciencies an integrated luminosity of about 20 fb�1

would allow a discovery. Assuming signal detection e�ciencies at the level of a few percent a
potential signal could be established in the high luminosity phase of the LHC.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the Higgs boson by the ATLAS and
CMS collaborations [1, 2] in 2012 completed the Standard
Model. In many subsequent measurements the Higgs bo-
son properties were studied, analysing a variety of di↵er-
ent Higgs boson production and decay processes. Even
though no deviations from the Standard Model predic-
tions have been reported by the experiments so far, there
is a great interest in further studies of the Higgs Yukawa
sector as this is a crucial part of the Higgs mechanism—
the Standard Model mechanism to spontaneously break
the electroweak symmetry. In particular, since in many
beyond the Standard Model (BSM) scenarios the Higgs
sector is modified. Prominent examples are for instance,
the two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) [3] and composite
Higgs models [4] which both predict modified Higgs cou-
plings and introduce CP-violating Yukawa interactions.

In the Higgs sector of the Standard Model the top
quark plays a special role because of its large Yukawa
coupling (yt =

p
2 mt/v ⇠ 1). Thus, if physics beyond

the Standard Model modifies the Higgs sector, deviations
are expected to be seen first in the top-Higgs interaction.
This makes precise studies of the top-Higgs dynamics a
promising laboratory to search for new physics.

In fact, not only the value of the top-quark Yukawa
coupling is of high interest but also its relative sign
with respect to the Higgs boson interactions with gauge
bosons. A relative sign between these couplings di↵erent
from the Standard Model prediction, has a severe impact
on the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism and
leads to a violation of unitarity [5]. As a further test of
the Standard Model, it is thus important to analyse the
top-Higgs coupling in more detail. Such studies can also
provide a further consistency test of the CP properties of
the Higgs boson.

At the LHC, the top-quark Yukawa coupling is exper-
imentally accessible only in a few processes. It can be
inferred indirectly in the dominant Higgs boson produc-
tion process via gluon fusion, where the Higgs couples to
a closed top-quark loop. Recently, also an indirect mea-

surement of the top-quark Yukawa coupling from elec-
troweak corrections to top-quark pair production [6] has
been presented. Common to all indirect measurements is
that the extraction of the Yukawa coupling can be spoiled
by unaccounted BSM e↵ects. In contrast, the production
of a Higgs boson in association with top quarks allows
a direct measurement of the corresponding interaction.
The recent discovery of the tt̄H process at the LHC [7, 8]
allows for the first time a direct determination of the in-
teraction strength. However, neglecting the masses of
the light quarks, the tt̄H cross section is insensitive to
the sign of the top-quark Yukawa coupling because of its
quadratic dependence.
Complementary information can be gathered from

Higgs boson production in association with a single top
quark. In particular, this process o↵ers the rather unique
opportunity to study the relative sign between the top-
quark Yukawa and the Higgs-gauge boson interaction
terms.
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W

FIG. 1. Leading order Feynman diagrams for pp ! tH in the
t-channel production process.

Within the Standard Model (SM) the dominant pro-
duction mode at the LHC is via the t-channel exchange
of a W boson, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The Higgs bo-
son can be emitted either from the top quark or from
the virtual W boson. In the Standard Model each indi-
vidual contribution is sizeable. However, the total cross
section is reduced by a significant destructive interference
between the two diagrams, which originates from the can-
cellation of the longitudinal W boson polarization [9–11].
Thus, besides the prominent example of longitudinal W -
boson scattering, single top-quark production in associ-
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ation with a Higgs boson also serves as a testing ground
for the unitarisation of the Standard Model as realised
by the Higgs mechanism.

Based on these unique opportunities the process has
received a lot of attention in recent years [9–25] even
though the experiments have only presented searches for
this production channel [26, 27] so far. The reason is that
the experimental signature is very challenging and the
total cross section is very small, requiring sophisticated
analysis techniques to become sensitive to this reaction.

In this article, we extend previous studies and use
the Matrix Element Method [31, 32] to extract the top-
quark Yukawa coupling. In recent years, the Matrix Ele-
ment Method has been established as a powerful method
to extract information in cases where one su↵ers from
small event rates and complicated backgrounds. As a
concrete example we investigate the Standard Model ex-
tension studied in Ref. [28]. This model introduces a
CP-violating top-quark Yukawa coupling keeping at the
same time the top-quark mass fixed. It is thus possible
to parametrise potential deviations from the Standard
Model in a continuous way. Alternatively, one could also
study a two-Higgs-doublet model as a specific example.

We give first some details on the computation and il-
lustrate the impact of the new coupling at the inclusive
level. In addition, a brief review of the general idea of
the Matrix Element Method is presented. Finally, we
discuss the potential constraining power of the method
in the context of the pp ! tH production process and
conclude.

II. CP-VIOLATING YUKAWA COUPLING

In order to study the top-quark Yukawa coupling inde-
pendently of the top-quark mass we follow Ref. [28] and
allow for a mixture of CP-even and CP-odd interactions.
In this scenario the parametrization of the interaction
vertex of the top quark and the Higgs boson is given by
[28]

Ltt̄H = � ytp
2
(a cos(↵)t̄t+ ib sin(↵)t̄�5t)H. (1)

In addition, we use for the parameters a and b the setting
of Ref. [21]:

a = 1, b =
2

3
, (2)

to keep the gg ! H total cross section unmodified for any
value of ↵. Thus, the model has only one free parame-
ter, namely the CP-mixing angle ↵. Varying ↵ allows to
interpolate continuously between the CP-even (↵ = 0�)
and the CP-odd (↵ = 180�) scenario.

In the following, we study the impact of the modified
coupling on the dominant t-channel production of a sin-
gle top quark in association with a Higgs boson at the
next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD. The analysis is per-
formed for the LHC Run II energy of

p
s = 13 TeV. The

following Standard Model input parameters are used

mt = 173.2 GeV, mW = 80.385 GeV, mH = 125 GeV.

We require that the hardest light jet, as well as the top-
tagged jet and the Higgs boson, fulfill the following se-
lection cuts

pT (X) > 30 GeV , |⌘(X)| < 3.5 , X 2 {t,H, j} ,

where jets are defined using the kT -jet algorithm [29]
with a jet radius parameter of R = 0.4. In addition, we
require that all final state objects are well separated with
�Rij > 0.4.The renormalisation and factorisation scales
are set to the common value of µR = µF = mt. We have
cross-checked the calculation at the di↵erential level with
results obtained from aMC@NLO [28, 30]. In Fig. 2 the

102

�
[fb

]

tH - LO

tH - NLO

0� 45� 90� 135� 180�

↵

1.2

1.4

N
L
O

L
O

FIG. 2. The fiducial cross section of pp ! tH as a function
of the CP-mixing angle ↵ at LO and NLO accuracy.

fiducial cross section as a function of the CP-mixing angle
↵ is shown. The upper panel depicts the predictions for
LO and NLO together with the theoretical uncertainties
obtained by varying the factorisation and renormalisa-
tion scale by a factor of two up and down. The bottom
panel illustrates the relative size of the NLO corrections
with respect to the LO predictions. The central predic-
tion for the fiducial cross section at the next-to-leading
order in QCD as a function of the CP-mixing angle ↵ can
be parametrised for the aforementioned setup by

�NLO
fid (↵) = �SM

fid

⇥
4.37� 6.10 cos(↵) + 2.73 cos2(↵)

� 0.01 sin(↵) + 0.00 cos(↵) sin(↵)
⇤
, (3)

with �SM
fid = 22.6 fb. The tiny value of the sin(↵) con-

tribution and the compatibility of the cos(↵) sin(↵) coef-
ficient with zero (within its numerical uncertainty) are
a consequence of the applied phase-space cuts, which
constrain the preferred phase-space region of the pseu-
doscalar contribution [21]. We want to stress that the
smallness of the sin(↵) and cos(↵) sin(↵) coe�cients does
not mean that the CP-odd contributions are negligible.
In fact, contributions of the form sin2(↵) are distributed

4

In the present case we use the energies, pseudo rapidities
and azimuthal angles of the hardest light jet and the
Higgs boson and the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged
jet as variables to describe the events:

x = {⌘t, Ej , ⌘j ,�j , EH , ⌘H ,�H} . (9)

In case of angular variables, modelling the transfer func-
tions via delta functions is considered a good approxi-
mation. For variables related to energies of jets a more
realistic description should include the modelling of non-
trivial jet-energy scales.

Even though the MEM can become computationally
demanding for non-trivial transfer functions W (y,x) the
method has already proven its strength in several appli-
cations where only limited amount of data was available.
Prime examples of its success are the determination of
the top-quark mass [41–43] and the discovery of the sin-
gle top-quark production [44, 45] at the Tevatron. Fur-
thermore, at the LHC evidence for the s-channel produc-
tion of single top quarks has been found by virtue of the
MEM [46]. It is in this domain, where the multi-variate
MEM can overcome the abilities of traditional methods.

IV. RESULTS

Based on the formalism introduced in Ref. [36–39] we
consider the aforementioned BSM scenario with a non-
vanishing CP-mixing angle. To analyse the potential
of the method, we simulate a measurement by gener-
ating unweighted NLO events for a CP-mixing angle of
↵ = 22.5� and a renormalisation and factorisation scale
of µ = mt. These events serve as pseudo-data in the fol-
lowing analysis. The remaining setup remains the same
as in Section II. As discussed in Section II such a de-
viation from the SM cannot be resolved relying only on
the measurement of the inclusive cross section. In the
following, we analyse to which extent the MEM is able
to recover the input value for the CP-mixing angle and
establish a deviation from the SM.

We always use Likelihood functions based on fixed-
order NLO weights, since it has been shown in previous
studies [36–38] that the NLO description significantly im-
proves the parameter determination and the reliability of
the uncertainty estimates; even if parton shower e↵ects
are included in the pseudo-data [39].

In Fig. 4 the negative log-Likelihood function is shown
for three di↵erent scale choices and an assumed inte-
grated luminosity of 300 fb�1, while no signal detection
e�ciencies have been taken into account. The central
scale, µ = mt, is shown in red, while µ = 2mt is depicted
in green and µ = mt/2 in blue. The estimator for the
CP-mixing angle ↵̂ is determined from the position of the
minimum of the Likelihood function for µ = mt, while the
statistical uncertainty �↵̂stat is deduced from the width
of the fitted parabola. The Likelihood functions based
on the other two scales allow to estimate the systematic
uncertainty�↵̂sys by studying the impact of higher-order

FIG. 4. The minima of the negative log-Likelihood functions
for three di↵erent scale choices: µ = mt/2, µ = mt and
µ = 2mt. The pseudo-experiment assumes an integrated lu-
minosity of 300 fb�1.

corrections on the extracted angle. For the assumed 300
fb�1 we obtain as estimator for the CP-mixing angle:

↵̂ = 22.5� ± 0.9� [stat.] +0.8�

�0.6� [sys.] , (10)

where the statistical uncertainty is still the dominant er-
ror contribution. In Table I we also show results for
L = 36 fb�1 and L = 80 fb�1, together with the pre-
viously discussed result for L = 300 fb�1. As expected,

L [fb�1] ↵̂ �↵̂stat �↵̂+
sys �↵̂�

sys

36 23.2� ±2.4� +0.5� �0.7�

80 24.2� ±1.7� +0.3� �0.9�

300 22.5� ±0.9� +0.8� �0.6�

TABLE I. The inferred value of the CP-mixing angle and its
statistical and systematic uncertainties for several integrated
luminosities.

the statistical uncertainty reduces with increasing lumi-
nosity, while the systematic uncertainty is independent
of the number of events. We can test this expectation by
studying the uncertainty contributions as a function of
the luminosity, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The red square
data points represent the systematic uncertainties in-
ferred from the Likelihood analysis while the blue dots
correspond to the statistical uncertainty. Note that for
this study we used the symmetrised version of the system-
atic uncertainties. The solid lines depict the fit results
assuming a constant for the systematic uncertainties and
a 1/

p
L behaviour for the statistical uncertainty. We

conclude that the systematic uncertainty inferred from
scale variations amounts to a constant ±0.7� uncertainty.
Starting from an integrated luminosity of L ⇡ 425 fb�1

onwards, the analysis would not improve any more by
collecting more data and is limited by the theory un-
certainty. However, assuming realistic signal detection
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• tH associated production.

For example, see M. Kraus, T. Martini, S. Peitzsch and P. Uwer, arXiv:1908.09100[hep-ph].
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In this article we study a Standard Model extension modifying the top-quark Yukawa coupling to
the Higgs boson by allowing a mixture of CP-odd and -even couplings. Single top-quark production
in association with an additional Higgs boson provides a natural laboratory to search for such
extensions. However, because of the small cross section the experimental analysis is challenging.
Already the measurement of the cross section for this process is highly non-trivial. Furthermore,
using only cross section measurements, a certain parameter region would escape detection. Using an
explicit BSM scenario we show that employing the Matrix Element Method a precise measurement
becomes feasible. Ignoring signal detection e�ciencies an integrated luminosity of about 20 fb�1

would allow a discovery. Assuming signal detection e�ciencies at the level of a few percent a
potential signal could be established in the high luminosity phase of the LHC.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the Higgs boson by the ATLAS and
CMS collaborations [1, 2] in 2012 completed the Standard
Model. In many subsequent measurements the Higgs bo-
son properties were studied, analysing a variety of di↵er-
ent Higgs boson production and decay processes. Even
though no deviations from the Standard Model predic-
tions have been reported by the experiments so far, there
is a great interest in further studies of the Higgs Yukawa
sector as this is a crucial part of the Higgs mechanism—
the Standard Model mechanism to spontaneously break
the electroweak symmetry. In particular, since in many
beyond the Standard Model (BSM) scenarios the Higgs
sector is modified. Prominent examples are for instance,
the two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) [3] and composite
Higgs models [4] which both predict modified Higgs cou-
plings and introduce CP-violating Yukawa interactions.

In the Higgs sector of the Standard Model the top
quark plays a special role because of its large Yukawa
coupling (yt =

p
2 mt/v ⇠ 1). Thus, if physics beyond

the Standard Model modifies the Higgs sector, deviations
are expected to be seen first in the top-Higgs interaction.
This makes precise studies of the top-Higgs dynamics a
promising laboratory to search for new physics.

In fact, not only the value of the top-quark Yukawa
coupling is of high interest but also its relative sign
with respect to the Higgs boson interactions with gauge
bosons. A relative sign between these couplings di↵erent
from the Standard Model prediction, has a severe impact
on the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism and
leads to a violation of unitarity [5]. As a further test of
the Standard Model, it is thus important to analyse the
top-Higgs coupling in more detail. Such studies can also
provide a further consistency test of the CP properties of
the Higgs boson.

At the LHC, the top-quark Yukawa coupling is exper-
imentally accessible only in a few processes. It can be
inferred indirectly in the dominant Higgs boson produc-
tion process via gluon fusion, where the Higgs couples to
a closed top-quark loop. Recently, also an indirect mea-

surement of the top-quark Yukawa coupling from elec-
troweak corrections to top-quark pair production [6] has
been presented. Common to all indirect measurements is
that the extraction of the Yukawa coupling can be spoiled
by unaccounted BSM e↵ects. In contrast, the production
of a Higgs boson in association with top quarks allows
a direct measurement of the corresponding interaction.
The recent discovery of the tt̄H process at the LHC [7, 8]
allows for the first time a direct determination of the in-
teraction strength. However, neglecting the masses of
the light quarks, the tt̄H cross section is insensitive to
the sign of the top-quark Yukawa coupling because of its
quadratic dependence.
Complementary information can be gathered from

Higgs boson production in association with a single top
quark. In particular, this process o↵ers the rather unique
opportunity to study the relative sign between the top-
quark Yukawa and the Higgs-gauge boson interaction
terms.
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FIG. 1. Leading order Feynman diagrams for pp ! tH in the
t-channel production process.

Within the Standard Model (SM) the dominant pro-
duction mode at the LHC is via the t-channel exchange
of a W boson, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The Higgs bo-
son can be emitted either from the top quark or from
the virtual W boson. In the Standard Model each indi-
vidual contribution is sizeable. However, the total cross
section is reduced by a significant destructive interference
between the two diagrams, which originates from the can-
cellation of the longitudinal W boson polarization [9–11].
Thus, besides the prominent example of longitudinal W -
boson scattering, single top-quark production in associ-
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In the present case we use the energies, pseudo rapidities
and azimuthal angles of the hardest light jet and the
Higgs boson and the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged
jet as variables to describe the events:

x = {⌘t, Ej , ⌘j ,�j , EH , ⌘H ,�H} . (9)

In case of angular variables, modelling the transfer func-
tions via delta functions is considered a good approxi-
mation. For variables related to energies of jets a more
realistic description should include the modelling of non-
trivial jet-energy scales.

Even though the MEM can become computationally
demanding for non-trivial transfer functions W (y,x) the
method has already proven its strength in several appli-
cations where only limited amount of data was available.
Prime examples of its success are the determination of
the top-quark mass [41–43] and the discovery of the sin-
gle top-quark production [44, 45] at the Tevatron. Fur-
thermore, at the LHC evidence for the s-channel produc-
tion of single top quarks has been found by virtue of the
MEM [46]. It is in this domain, where the multi-variate
MEM can overcome the abilities of traditional methods.

IV. RESULTS

Based on the formalism introduced in Ref. [36–39] we
consider the aforementioned BSM scenario with a non-
vanishing CP-mixing angle. To analyse the potential
of the method, we simulate a measurement by gener-
ating unweighted NLO events for a CP-mixing angle of
↵ = 22.5� and a renormalisation and factorisation scale
of µ = mt. These events serve as pseudo-data in the fol-
lowing analysis. The remaining setup remains the same
as in Section II. As discussed in Section II such a de-
viation from the SM cannot be resolved relying only on
the measurement of the inclusive cross section. In the
following, we analyse to which extent the MEM is able
to recover the input value for the CP-mixing angle and
establish a deviation from the SM.

We always use Likelihood functions based on fixed-
order NLO weights, since it has been shown in previous
studies [36–38] that the NLO description significantly im-
proves the parameter determination and the reliability of
the uncertainty estimates; even if parton shower e↵ects
are included in the pseudo-data [39].

In Fig. 4 the negative log-Likelihood function is shown
for three di↵erent scale choices and an assumed inte-
grated luminosity of 300 fb�1, while no signal detection
e�ciencies have been taken into account. The central
scale, µ = mt, is shown in red, while µ = 2mt is depicted
in green and µ = mt/2 in blue. The estimator for the
CP-mixing angle ↵̂ is determined from the position of the
minimum of the Likelihood function for µ = mt, while the
statistical uncertainty �↵̂stat is deduced from the width
of the fitted parabola. The Likelihood functions based
on the other two scales allow to estimate the systematic
uncertainty�↵̂sys by studying the impact of higher-order

FIG. 4. The minima of the negative log-Likelihood functions
for three di↵erent scale choices: µ = mt/2, µ = mt and
µ = 2mt. The pseudo-experiment assumes an integrated lu-
minosity of 300 fb�1.

corrections on the extracted angle. For the assumed 300
fb�1 we obtain as estimator for the CP-mixing angle:

↵̂ = 22.5� ± 0.9� [stat.] +0.8�

�0.6� [sys.] , (10)

where the statistical uncertainty is still the dominant er-
ror contribution. In Table I we also show results for
L = 36 fb�1 and L = 80 fb�1, together with the pre-
viously discussed result for L = 300 fb�1. As expected,

L [fb�1] ↵̂ �↵̂stat �↵̂+
sys �↵̂�

sys

36 23.2� ±2.4� +0.5� �0.7�

80 24.2� ±1.7� +0.3� �0.9�

300 22.5� ±0.9� +0.8� �0.6�

TABLE I. The inferred value of the CP-mixing angle and its
statistical and systematic uncertainties for several integrated
luminosities.

the statistical uncertainty reduces with increasing lumi-
nosity, while the systematic uncertainty is independent
of the number of events. We can test this expectation by
studying the uncertainty contributions as a function of
the luminosity, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The red square
data points represent the systematic uncertainties in-
ferred from the Likelihood analysis while the blue dots
correspond to the statistical uncertainty. Note that for
this study we used the symmetrised version of the system-
atic uncertainties. The solid lines depict the fit results
assuming a constant for the systematic uncertainties and
a 1/

p
L behaviour for the statistical uncertainty. We

conclude that the systematic uncertainty inferred from
scale variations amounts to a constant ±0.7� uncertainty.
Starting from an integrated luminosity of L ⇡ 425 fb�1

onwards, the analysis would not improve any more by
collecting more data and is limited by the theory un-
certainty. However, assuming realistic signal detection
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FIG. 5. The estimated statistical and systematic uncertainty,
�↵̂ on the extracted CP-mixing angle ↵̂ as a function of the
integrated luminosity L. The solid lines show a constant and
a 1/

p
L fit.

e�ciencies at the level of a few percent [27], even for the
high luminosity phase of the LHC the NLO predictions
would be su�ciently precise. In the long term perspec-
tive a determination of the mixing angle could envisaged
with an absolute accuracy of ±0.7�.

To conclude, we want to give an estimate for the re-
quired integrated luminosity in order to achieve a discov-
ery, i.e. a 5� deviation from the SM value (↵ = 0�), at
the LHC for the BSM scenario under consideration. For
simplicity we assume that the SM value can be inferred
with the same accuracy as the BSM scenario studied be-
fore. We find that approximately 20 fb�1 are necessary
to establish a 5� deviation from the Standard Model.

Assuming a realistic signal detection e�ciency of 3% an
integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 allows to establish an
excess with 3� significance. However, even with this re-
alistic signal detection e�ciency a discovery would be
possible in the high-luminosity phase of the LHC.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we study a Standard Model extension
which generalizes the top-quark Yukawa coupling to the
Higgs boson. In particular, the model allows that the
Higgs boson is not a CP eigenstate and interpolates con-
tinuously between the SM and a scenario where the rela-
tive sign of the top-quark Yukawa coupling with respect
to the Higgs boson coupling to W bosons is inverted. We
find that for mixing angles up to 25� a cross section mea-
surement alone cannot distinguish the SM from the BSM
scenario.
Simulating a concrete measurement and assuming a

signal detection e�ciency of 3% we show that using the
Matrix Element Method a signal at the 3� level can be
established with an integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1.
The high luminosity phase allows a discovery with 5�
and will not be limited by theoretical uncertainties. As
a side e↵ect the paper provides a further illustration of
the power of the Matrix Element Method in challenging
the Standard Model.
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Phase in bottom-quark 
Yukawa interaction



Phase in bottom-quark Yukawa Interactions

• Indirect measurement (e.g. neutron EDM).


• But very difficult at the LHC!


• Indirect: small contribution to gluon fusion process due to 
tiny coupling constant.

!30

σ(gg → H) ∼ 1.04κ2
t + 0.002κ2

b − 0.04κtκb



Phase in bottom-quark Yukawa Interactions

• Very difficult at the LHC!


• Direct: large background, large contribution from Hgg.

!31

N. Deutschmann, F. Maltoni, M. Wiesemann and Marco Zaro, JHEP 1907 (2019) 054.
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Figure 7. Distributions in the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson in three categories: inclusive
(7a), � 1b-jet (7b), and � 1b-jet | 0 bb-jets (7c). See the text for details.

section, in the � 1b�jet category, the relative y2t and y2b contributions are respectively 81%

and 19%. In the � 1b�jet and no bb-jet category their relative contributions become ⇠ 77%

and ⇠ 23%, respectively. All in all, the gain coming from vetoing bb jets is moderate. Another

strategy, which can be combined with the bb-jet veto, consists in discarding events with the

Higgs transverse momentum larger than a given value. For example, with an upper cut on

pTH at 50 (100) GeV, in the category with at least one b jet and no bb jet, we can increase the

relative contribution of y2b terms to about 36% (27%), while keeping about 50% (90%) of its

rate. Hence, restricting the phase space to small pTH values allows us to increase the relative

size of y2b terms, while the impact on the rate is moderate due to the quite strong suppression

at large pTH .

We continue in figure 8 with the transverse-momentum distribution of hardest b jet. The

general features of the pTb1 spectrum are similar to the ones of pTH . However, as this observable

clearly does not help very much in distinguishing between y2b and y2t contributions, we do not

suggest any additional cut on pTb1 . It becomes clear from these plots, though, that a lower

pTb threshold used in the definition of b jets would increase the relative size of the y2b terms.

In the present study jets are defined with a pTj threshold of 30GeV. A value of 25 GeV or

even 20 GeV could be feasible at the LHC, and would further increase the sensitivity to the

bottom-quark Yukawa coupling in bb̄H production. We note that additional modifications of

the b-jet definition, for example the usage of a di↵erent jet radius (as shown in appendix A),

or of jet-substructure techniques, can provide further handles to improve the discrimination

of the y2b contribution.

Finally, we consider figure 9, where we show the invariant-mass distributions of the two

b jets, figure 9a, and their distance R, figure 9b, and the corresponding distributions for B

– 17 –



Phase in bottom-quark Yukawa Interactions

• But possible at Higgs factory.


• Small bottom mass, 0.25% modulation of the partial 
width.


• Sensitivity of the partial width: ~0.3%.


• We need other method.

!32



Phase in bottom-quark Yukawa Interactions

• Interference in Higgs decay:

!33

Ed L. Berger, Q. Bi, K. Chai, J. Gao, Y. Liu and HZ, to be appeared.

dΓ ∼ y2
bαsdΓ11 + ybα2

s
mb

mh
dΓ12 + α3

s dΓ22



Collider Simulation
• We analyze the signal and backgrounds at 240GeV Higgs 

factory.


• Results from different decay modes of the Z-boson are 
combined.


• Both signal and background events are produced with 
MadGraph5. ISR effect and NNLO k-factor are included.


• The detector effect is simulated with Gaussian smearing 
effect.

!34
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• Interference in Higgs decay:

!35

Ed L. Berger, Q. Bi, K. Chai, J. Gao, Y. Liu and HZ, to be appeared.

Collider Simulation



• 240GeV Higgs factory with 5.6ab-1 integrated luminosity.

Results

!36
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δαb ∼ 40∘



Summary



Conclusion

!38

• The non-SM Yukawa interactions between the Higgs 
boson and SM fermions are definitely new physics 
beyond the SM.


• The non-zero phases in the Yukawa interactions are 
evidence of new sources of EWSB and might be 
important for us to understand the matter-antimatter 
asymmetry in our universe.


• We propose methods of directly measuring the phases for 
the 3rd generation quarks at colliders.



Conclusion

!38

• The non-SM Yukawa interactions between the Higgs 
boson and SM fermions are definitely new physics 
beyond the SM.


• The non-zero phases in the Yukawa interactions are 
evidence of new sources of EWSB and might be 
important for us to understand the matter-antimatter 
asymmetry in our universe.


• We propose methods of directly measuring the phases for 
the 3rd generation quarks at colliders.

Thank you!
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Total Cross Sections

!40

• The inclusive signal cross section is rescaled to the NLO 
QCD and NLO EW level.



Smearing Effects

!41

• The 4-momentum of particles is smeared with a Gaussian 
distribution. The parameters are listed here.


• B-tagging efficiency is assumed to be 80% with 10% 
charm mistag rate and 1% light jet mistag rate.



Signals and Backgrounds

!42

• Diphoton channel


- Signal:


- Dominant background:


- 1 charged lepton (only electron and muon), 2 b-tagged 
jets, 2 light jets, 2 central region photons and large 
missing transverse energy.


- Preselection cuts:

pp ! tt̄h ! (`±⌫b)(jjb)(��)
<latexit sha1_base64="hhXQZ0IzeJS9h3XYTAsVLaNpry0=">AAACHXicbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLEJ7Kbta0KPoxaOC1UK3ltk0baNJNiSzQin+ES/+FS8eFPHgRfw3ph8HbX2Q4fHeDJN5iZHCYRh+BzOzc/MLi0vLuZXVtfWN/ObWlUszy3iVpTK1tQQcl0LzKgqUvGYsB5VIfp3cnQ7863tunUj1JfYMbyjoaNEWDNBLzXzFmBhTinEClmJ3wIsxl/ImNirWGU1KxdtbX+IOKAWjWmrmC2E5HIJOk2hMCmSM82b+M26lLFNcI5PgXD0KDTb6YFEwyR9ycea4AXYHHV73VIPirtEfXvdA97zSou3U+qeRDtXfE31QzvVU4jsVYNdNegPxP6+eYfuo0RfaZMg1Gy1qZ5IO8vBR0ZawnKHseQLMCv9XyrpggaEPNOdDiCZPniZX++XooLx/USkcn4zjWCI7ZJcUSUQOyTE5I+ekShh5JM/klbwFT8FL8B58jFpngvHMNvmD4OsH7i2hLg==</latexit>

pp ! tt̄�� ! (`±⌫b)(jjb)��
<latexit sha1_base64="zk6t0NdL/Wxbl/ZP/r4Vk2bUxek=">AAACJnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIR2U2ZU0I1QdOOygn1Ap5Y7aVqjSSYkGaGUfo0bf8WNi4qIOz/FtJ1Fbb2Qy+Gcc7m5J1KcGev7397S8srq2npmI7u5tb2zm9vbr5k40YRWScxj3YjAUM4krVpmOW0oTUFEnNajp+uxXn+m2rBY3tm+oi0BPcm6jIB1VDt3qVRoY2zDCLTrPRAC0u7oQkg5vw+VCGWCo2Lh8TEqznraubxf8ieFF0GQgjxKq9LOjcJOTBJBpSUcjGkGvrKtAWjLCKfDbJgYqoA8QY82HZQgqGkNJmcO8bFjOrgba/ekxRN2dmIAwpi+iJxTgH0w89qY/E9rJrZ70RowqRJLJZku6iYcj4NxmeEO05RY3ncAiGbur5g8gAZiXbJZF0Iwf/IiqJ2UgtPSye1ZvnyVxpFBh+gIFVCAzlEZ3aAKqiKCXtAbGqEP79V79z69r6l1yUtnDtCf8n5+ASDppY0=</latexit>

p`T > 15GeV, pbT > 40GeV, pjT > 25GeV, Eleading �
T > 35GeV, Esub-leading �

T > 25GeV,
<latexit sha1_base64="s2dTXKWxSI5MhMpAVVstnamF9m4=">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</latexit>

|⌘`| < 2.4, |⌘b| < 2.5, |⌘j | < 4.5, |⌘� | < 2.4, �Rij > 0.4(0.3 if i or j is lepton or photon),
<latexit sha1_base64="Sfg0mx1RmIatg/i5hHkKWw2fPOM=">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</latexit>

|m�� �mh| < 5GeV, 6ET > 40GeV.
<latexit sha1_base64="0444tua4aGtSW5cF9omzShXVWkU=">AAACO3icbVBNbxMxFPS2QEv4CuXIZUuExAGi3ZKKHhCqQBUcC2rSSNlo9dZ5SazY3pX9tmLlLr+LC3+CGxcuPYAQV+44H4eSMpKt0cw82W+yQgpLUfQt2Ni8dv3G1vbNxq3bd+7ea97f6dm8NBy7PJe56WdgUQqNXRIksV8YBJVJPM1mb+b+6RkaK3J9QlWBQwUTLcaCA3kpbX44V6lLJqAULO/6mUqn5y/3XUL4kdxb7NX100/JSNhCQmWpkugSnZNLdpPdo7pOT151osvhdtpsRe1ogfAqiVekxVY4Tptfk1HOS4WauARrB3FU0NCBIcEl1o2ktFgAn8EEB55qUGiHbrF7HT72yigc58YfTeFCvTzhQFlbqcwnFdDUrntz8X/eoKTxwdAJXZSEmi8fGpcypDycFxmOhEFOsvIEuBH+ryGfggFOvu6GLyFeX/kq6e214+ftvfed1uHrVR3b7CF7xJ6wmL1gh+wdO2Zdxtln9p39YD+DL8FF8Cv4vYxuBKuZB+wfBH/+AhzAr+E=</latexit>



Signals and Backgrounds
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• Diphoton channel


- Minimize the logarithm likelihood in 


- The likelihood function is defined by



Signals and Backgrounds
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• Diphoton channel


- Cuts and reconstruction efficiency


- Binned likelihood function

L(µ, ⇠) =
Nbin=10Y

i=1

(µs(⇠)i + bi)ni

ni!
exp[�µs(⇠)i � bi]

<latexit sha1_base64="kyUdin/MyfFb36aia4O2w7pW1CU=">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</latexit>



Signals and Backgrounds
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• Bottom pair channel


- Signal:


- Dominant background:


- ttcc and ttjj background are smaller but comparable, 
the distribution is similar so that we mimic them with a 
1.5 K-factor of the ttbb channel.


- 2 opposite-sign charged lepton (only electron and 
muon), 4 b-tagged jets and large missing transverse 
energy.

pp ! tt̄h ! (`+⌫b)(`�⌫b)(bb)
<latexit sha1_base64="i529tQO6WOVL7UExdOtWivwVdCI=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVoEctMFXRZdOOygn1Ap5YkTdvQTGZI7gil9Dfc+CtuXCjiUlf+jWk7C60eCJx7zr3c3ENjKQx43peTWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d9zdvbqJEs14jUUy0k1KDJdC8RoIkLwZa05CKnmDDq+mfuOeayMidQujmLdD0leiJxgBK3VcL44DiDAElGgMgykvBFzKu+NAJZgW58VJWlBa7Lh5r+TNgP8SPyV5lKLacT+CbsSSkCtgkhjT8r0Y2mOiQTDJJ7kgMTwmbEj6vGWpIiE37fHssgk+skoX9yJtnwI8U39OjElozCiktjMkMDCL3lT8z2sl0Ltoj4WKE+CKzRf1EomnWdiYcFdozkCOLCFMC/tXzAZEEwY2zJwNwV88+S+pl0v+aal8c5avXKZxZNEBOkQF5KNzVEHXqIpqiKEH9IRe0Kvz6Dw7b877vDXjpDP76Becz296SJ6t</latexit>

pp ! tt̄bb̄ ! (`+⌫b)(`�⌫b)bb
<latexit sha1_base64="GF4wdoOxd4g4IKFm5EYyIr20fmU=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJUxDJTC7osunFZwT6gM5YkTdvQTGZI7gil9Efc+CtuXCjiwo34N6bTLrR6IOTcc+4luYfGUhhw3S8ns7S8srqWXc9tbG5t7+R39xomSjTjdRbJSLcoMVwKxesgQPJWrDkJqeRNOrya+s17ro2I1C2MYh6EpK9ETzACVurkK3HsQ4TBp0RjoOlFp0rR51LenfgqwfR4VpzOCko7+YJbclPgv8SbkwKao9bJf/jdiCUhV8AkMabtuTEEY6JBMMknOT8xPCZsSPq8bakiITfBON1ugo+s0sW9SNujAKfqz4kxCY0ZhdR2hgQGZtGbiv957QR6F8FYqDgBrtjsoV4i8TQPGxXuCs0ZyJElhGlh/4rZgGjCwAaasyF4iyv/JY1yyTsrlW8qherlPI4sOkCHqIg8dI6q6BrVUB0x9ICe0At6dR6dZ+fNeZ+1Zpz5zD76BefzG/geoJE=</latexit>



Signals and Backgrounds
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• Bottom pair channel


- Preselection cuts:


- For same flavor lepton channels:


- For different flavor lepton channels, no missing  
transverse energy cut added. 


-



Signals and Backgrounds
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• Bottom pair channel


- We only need to reconstruct the 4-momentum of the 
Higgs boson. However, reconstructing the top quarks 
together will increase the reconstruction efficiency.



Signals and Backgrounds
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• Bottom pair channel


- Cuts and reconstruction efficiency


- Binned likelihood function

L(µ, ⇠) =
Nbin=10Y

i=1

(µs(⇠)i + bi)ni

ni!
exp[�µs(⇠)i � bi]

<latexit sha1_base64="kyUdin/MyfFb36aia4O2w7pW1CU=">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</latexit>


